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Xingang port - Beijing Round Trip Transfer + Huangyaguan Great Wall 
Booking Code: XGBJ-05

  

Looking for a reliable and comfortable private round trip transfer between Xingang Port and
Beijing with the excursion to the Huangyaguan Great Wall? Kaisertour Service is your ideal
travel agent to take care of you. We have a large car fleet with licensed tour guides and
professional drivers. We make sure that your private transfer and Beijing half day excursion will
be safe, comfortable and resourceful. Either book online or just send us an email, our real trip
advisors will contact you for the details. No matter what happens, your real travel advisor will be
with you and help you.

  

Service schedule:
You leave your ship at a prearranged time. You take your handbags. The Xingang Port Building
is just next to the cruise ship dock. You go through the customs in the building. Our tour guide
meets you just outside the gate to the building holding a sign in your name. After recognising
your tour guide, you are taken to the luggage area to claim the luggage. Your tour guide and
driver carry all your big pieces of luggage to your car or van in the parking lot. Then head to
Beijing. 
After Chinese lunch, have an excursion to the Huangyaguan Great Wall. The Huangyaguan
area to visit the wall as it is less crowded than Badaling Great Wall. There are three ways (
optional ) to head up and down beside hiking on foot. One is the cable car, the second is a
slideaway (toboggan) and the third is a chair lift. After 2-hour Great Wall hike, you will again
have a private transfer back to your ship at Xingang Port. ( Lunch )

  

Cost: in USD$ per person

        

Cost in USD $ per person

  
    

Travelling Party

  

Tour Cost Per Person
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2-3 persons

  

$ 260

  
    

4-5 persons

  

$ 240

  
    

6-7 persons

  

$ 220

  
    

8-9 persons

  

$ 200

  
      

          

Inclusions:
* Xingang Port - Beijing private one way transfer
* Entrance fees and lunch as mentioned
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* Toll fees on the way
* Englsih Speaking tour guide

  

Tour Exclusions:
Accommodations, Airfare, Tips to guides and drivers and items not indicated in the itineraries.

  

Remark:
* Our tour guide will contact you on the evening before your departure date by calling you or
leaving a message at your hotel room and fix the pick-up time for next day morning.
* The above private transfer is customized for you, your family or your friends exclusively. No
other travelers will join in your party.

  

Quick Booking or Enquiry
We thank you for your interest in the tour above. By questions please feel free to contact us. For
a fast response, please submit a quick Reservation or Enquiry form below by clicking button
"Enquiry", and we'll get back to you by e-mail within 24 hours.  
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